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November 14,2422

Mr. PaulV. Hogrogian
President
National Postal Mail Handlers' Union
815 16th St NW, STE 5100
Washington, DC 20006-41Q1

475 fE¡¡r¡¡'¡r PLAZA SW

WASHINGToN DC 20260-41 00

WWW.USPS.COM

Certified Mail Tracking Number:
7020 3160 00020327 4074

Dear Paul:

This letter is in regard to the jurisdictional craft determination for operation of the Small

Delivery Unit Sorter (SDUS) and the Small lnduction Unit Sorter (SIPS).

The SDUS and SIPS are essentially the same equipment as the Automated Delivery

Unit Sorter (ADUS). The SDUS are located in Function 4 facilities and are intended to
provide processing support at delivery units. The SIPS are located in Function 1

iacilities and are iñtended to provide processing support for mail processing operations.

The SDUS and SIPS are both designed to support the automated package processing of

machinable parcels/bundles to output zones based on size, weight, and destination of

the parcel. the Postal Service currently has ninety-four operational SDUS machines

and seventy-four operational SIPS machines and is planning to deploy fifty-one_

additional SOUS tlrrough February 2A23. There are no additional planned SIPS

deployments at this time,

The standard configuration of the SDUS and SIPS includes a manual two-feed position

sorter with discharge chutes to mail transport equipment (MTE), such as wire containers
or pallet boxes. The number of chutes will vary by sorter based on space availability,

machine configuration, and operational need. The SDUS and SIPS can be designed for

between 24lo ZQO chutes.

Parcels are staged near the induction stations for easy access by the stagers. The
stagers remove parcels from the staging area and position the container in place for the

facér. The Loader/Facer will then singulate, face, and place the parcels onto the
induction belt with the label facing up so the barcode is visible. There is no keying

operation associated with the SDUS or SIPS. Both sorters collect weight and

dimensions of packages and includes a Postal Furnished Equipment (PFE) Top-read
camera to scan barcodes. The SDUS has the capacity for an optical character
recognition (OCR) enhancement. The SIPS is equipped with the OCR. The belt carries
packàges to the appropriate discharge chute and pushes the package into the
associated MTE. Sweepers ensure that MTEs are accurately identified with placards

and removed for transfer to the appropriate dispatch area.

(cA2O22-1e6)



The duties performed on the SDUS and SIPS are similar to those performed-on the

ADUS, Small Parcel Sorting System (SPSS) and Automated Parcel Bundle Sorter
(ApBS). As with these systems, the SDUS and SIPS has loader stations which are

manned by employees. These employees pull, scan, and sort large non-machinable
packages, singutaie/separate packages, and facelfeed packages before they go through

ihe cameras tñat scan and affect thsdistribution of the packages not previously pulled,

scanned, and sorted as large, non-machinable packages. Taken together, these

functions are integral to the distribution function of the machine.

For those facilities where Mail Handers are present, the primary craft designation for the

performance of duties for operation of the SDUS or SIPS is as follows:

1. *Retrieval and staging of packages in swimlstaging
lanes for access by stagers/facers

2. *Removing empty equipment containers from
staging area:

3. Retríeval of full containers from staging/swim lanes
and pull, scan, and sort the large non-machinaþle
packages from each container:

4. Singulating/separating packages and facinglfeeding
packages onto induction belt:

5. *ln Function 1 (F1) operations operating a SIPS,
sweeping packages (removing full containers and
replacing with empty containers), includes sort plan

switch out:

Mail Handler Craft

Mail Handler Craft

Clerk Craft

Clerk Craft

Mail Handler Craft

Clerk Craft

6. "*ln Function 4 (F4) operations operating a SDUS,
monitor discharge bins and pull, scan and sort medium
and large no read/no barcode packages into the proper
discharge bin, including sort plan switch out:

7. *Transporting full containers to dispatch area: Mail Handler Craft

*Denotes that in offices where the associated task(s) is an integral part of the distribution

function, the entire operation is a function of the primary craft performing the distribution.

n*The containers utilized on the SDUS have a higher capacity and do not need to be

changed out as frequently in F4, as a F1 plant sortation requires for the operation of the

SIPS. The employees monitoring the bins during the run can also take any of the larger

no read/no barcode packages from the No Read bin and scan/sort them into the

corresponding sort bin. This is integral to the efficíent operation of the machine in a

delivery unit environment.

ln facilities that do not include employees from the Mail Hander Craft, the primary craft

designation for the performance of duties for operation of the SDUS is the Clerk Crafi'

(eA2022-1e6)



The actual number of employees required to perform the duties associated with the

SDUS or SIPS at any time will be determined based on local configuration and

operational needs. lh tne test sites where the SDUS or SIPS is already in operation and

employees have been utilized for machine testing, assignment of the appropriate craft in

accordance with this determination will be made as expeditiously as possible, but no

later than 90 days from the date of this letter.

ln accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding, lJpdate of Regional lnstruction
(Rt) 3gg Procedures, dated June 26, 2018, the above stated craft designation will go into

effect no sooner than 45 days from the receipt of this notice'

lf you have any queStions or concerns, please contact me at extension 5842.

non Richa son
Director
Contract Administration (APWU)

(cA2022-196)
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Applicat¡on for D¡sh ict of Col ur¡bia Bar pencling

Pract¡ce sufervised ditectly by princip¡ls ofthe l¡rm.

VIA B-MAIL D U.S. MAIL

Shannon Richardson
USPS Manager, Contract Administration (APWU)
NDRC Representative
U.S. Postal Service Headquarters
475 L'F'nfant Piaza, SW
Washington, DC 20260

Ron Suslak
NDRC Representative
American Posta-l Workers Union
1300 L Street, NW
Washington DC 2000

Jurisdictional Craft Determination for the Smail Delivery Unit Sorter
(SDUS) and for the Single Induction Parcel Sorter (SIPS)

Dear Shannon and Ron

This document sets forth the NPMHU's position with regard to the USPS
letter dated November 14,2022, which set forth the Postal Service's
determination with regard to jurisdictional assignments for the Small Delivery
Unit Sorter (SDUS) and for the Single Induction Parcel Sorter (SIPS) under
Regional Instruction No. 399. Because the Postal Service's craft determinations

Re
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for the SDUS and the SIPS were issued in one letter, the NPMHU positions on
these two machines also are set forth in this one letter. From the perspective
of the NPMHU, however, these machines should be separated into two
determinations.

To begin, during previous meetings, the APWU has faintly suggested that
the NPMHU is out of time in setting forth its positions on the SDUS and the
SIPS. That suggestion, if still maintained by the APWU, should be rejected. At
several meetings of the NDRC, the Postal Service indicated that its craft
determinations on the SDUS and the SIPS would not be issued until Arbitrator
Sharnoff issued his National arbitration award in the ADUS case. That award
was issued in early Septembet 2022 (dated August 3I,2022), and the USPS

determinations on the SDUS and SiPS followed in November 2022. The NPMHU
timely objected, and since then these jurisdictional determinations have been

discussed and debated at the NDRC, with eventual agreement on June 2,2023
as the deadline for filing pre-arbitration positions. Hence, this letter.

SDUS

Although the NPMHU does not agree with all aspects of the Sharnoff
Award on the ADUS machine, the NPMHU accepts that award, which for the
most part is followed in the USPS craft determination for the SDUS. The one

remaining flaw in that determination, however, is that the SDUS jurisdiction
has been set forth by the Postal Service only with regard to Function 4

operations, and should be amended to include Function 1 operations on the
SDUS in a manner similar to the prior ADUS determination. The reason for this
addition, which can and should be made unilaterally by the Postal Service, is
the fact that SDUS machines very well may be iocated in Function 1

installations and/or perform Function 1 operations. Moreover, no rational
explanation has been offered for the SDUS craft determination not to include
Function 1 locations or Function 1 operations. Indeed, the same letter lists
those primary craft assignments for the SIPS machine (see below) .ttd easily
could be amended to cover these potential applications or uses of the SDUS
machines.

SIPS

Contrary to its recognition that the SDUS determination is generally
controlled by the ADUS arbitration award issued by Arbitrator Sharnoff, the
NPMHU disagrees with the Postal Service's craft determination for the SIPS

machine precisely because the SIPS differs in material respects from the ADUS
(and the SDUS) machines.

In particular, although it sometimes has been said that the SIPS is a
modified version of the SDUS, the modifications made to the SIPS should be

2
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fundamentai to the jurisdictional determination for the SIPS. In contrast to the
SDUS, the SIPS is alfixed with an Optical Character Reader, allowing the SIPS

machine to read address information on the packages and not just bar codes.

Moreover, it is the NPMHU's understanding that all or virtually all SIPS

machines are or will be retrofitted with 360-degree calnera readers. Given
these modifications, the SIPS machine, in contrast to the SDUS or the ADUS, is
performing more mail processing functions than its so-calied predecessors (i.e.,

the ADUS and the SDUS), and therefore significantly reduces the
responsibilities or duties of the stager/feeder/loader positions that have been
assigned to the clerical craft on the ADUS and the SDUS machines. No longer
does the employee performing the singulating and feeding and loading of the
machine have to be as concerned with the specifîc location and direction of
each package when loading the machine. Thus, the remaining employee has
little if any relationship with the distribution process, which is wholly
performed by the SIPS machine; and the duties and responsibilities of the
iemaining employees are neither integral nor even related in any way to the so-

called distribution function. For these reasons, the NPMHU believes that the
Postal Service has erred when it did not determine that the Mail Handler craft
is the primary craft for the SIPS machine, at least in Function 1 locations and
operations.

Thank you for your attention to these matters.

Sincerely,

Bruce R. Lerner
NPMHU Senior Counsel

Cc Paul Hogrogian, NPMHU National President
Michael J. Hora, NPMHU National Secretary-Treasurer
Teresa Harmon, Manager, Contract Administration
Tom Ruther, NPMHU
Matthew Clash-Drexler, NPMHU General Counsel
Patrick Devine, USPS
Lynn Pallas-Barber, APWU

3



American Postal Worl<ers Union, AFt-ClO
1300 L Street. NW. Ví¿shington, DC 20005

AP\ryU POSITION PAPER SDUS & SIPS .

NPMHU DISPUTELynn Pallas-Barber
Ass¡st¿nt Director
Clerk Division
(2o2) 842-4220 lofîtcel
l2o2l 842-8517 lFaxl

Debby Szeredy
Executive V¡ce President

Elizabeth L¡z'Powell
secretary'freasurer

June2,2023

Nat¡onal Executive Boar'd Sent Certified Mail # 70222410000095824510 and
Email: Truther@nPmhu.org
Mr. Tom Ruther, NDRC Representative
NPMHU
815 I 6TH Street, NW
Washington, DC 20006

Mark Dimonds¡ein
President

Cha¡lie Cash
Directoa Ínclustriaf Relåtions

Lamont Brooks
DirectoL Clerk Div¡s¡on

Sent Certified Mail # 70222410000095824527 and
Email: Shannon.R.R ichardsonôusns.sov

ldowu 8a¡ogun
DirectoL Maintenance Divis¡on Ms. Shannon Richardson, NDRC Representative
M,chaero.Fosrer United StateS POStal SerViCe
DrrectoL MVS Divisioñ' 

Dir. Labor Relations - APWU Contract Admin.
å',ll'.?"T!Til",, r",vice5 D¡v¡s¡on 47 5 L', Enfant P laza, S w
sharyn M srone WashingtOn , DC 20260
Coordinåtor. Central Reg¡on

êJJlJil,o....,",no"n,.n Re: NPMHU Dispute SDUS a¡d SIPS - APWU POSITION PAPER
r¡ffånyFosrer USPS #6X |9M-6X-J 23039566 -
coord¡nator' Norrheast Resion 

6x l 9M-6x -J 23040343
Yared Ulon<le
Coorcl¡nator, Southern Region

amarM.conzatez Mf. RUther and MS. RiChardSOn:
Coordin.rtol Western Req¡on

The Arnerican Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO is providing tliis position paper

based on the national dispute filed by the NPMHU challenging the Jurisdictional

Craft Determination for the Small Delivery Unit Sorter (SDUS) and the Single

Indttction Package Softer (SIPS) dated December 5,2022.

The USPS issued the jr"rrisdictional craft determination for the Small Delivery Unit

Sorter (SDUS) and the Single Induction Package Sorler (SIPS) on November 14,

2022.The SDUS and the SIPS are essentially the same equipment as the Automated

Delivery Unit Sorter (ADUS). The SDUS machine has been deployed in Frrnction 4

facilities and the SIPS in Function I facilities. The difference in the name is the only

distinguished difference to separate the deployment in Function 4 vs. Function l.
The SDUS is designed to support the automated package processing of machinable

parcels to carrier routes in delivery units. The SIPS is designed to provide processing

sr-rpport for mail processing operations.
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NPMHU disputes 6X l9M-6X -J 23039566 &. 6X 19M-6X-J 23040343

June 2,2023
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In discussion at the NDRC on this dispute, it was agreed that management r,vould

schedule a meeting r,vith their Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) at a specialNDRC
meeting to go over the differences betr,veen the SDUS and the SIPS. That meeting

r,vas scheduled and recorded on March 8,2023. Once again, the SMEs for the USPS

provided that the ADUS r,vas the original machine deployed and the SDUS and the

SIPS are versions of the ADUS. SDUS and SIPS are the same machine. Functionally

they are identical and the cameras are identical. The only difference on the SIPS

machine is that machine has been enhanced lvith Optical Character Reader (OCR)

capability. Per rhe USPS SMEs the OCR capability had no impact on the loader

stations which are manned by employees. These Clerk Craft employees pull, scan

and soft large NMOs, they singulate/separate packages and face/feed packages

before they go through the cameras that scan and affect their distribution.

Discussions on the NDRC regarding the SDUS and the SIPS began in202l. In fact,

in an email dated7l25l2l,the USPS NDRC representative provided an email which

stated in part:
Regarding staffing for the Small Delivery Unit Sorter (SDUS) and

the Single Induction Package Softer (SIPS), as no national
jr.rrisdictional craft determination letter has been issued for either

machine, the nationaljrrrisdictional craft determination letter for
the Automated Delivery Unit Softer (ADUS) i,vill be applied.

Specifircalty, if an SDUS is deployed to a Function 4 facility, the

ADUS deterrnination from the Ftlnction 4 perspective'uvill be

applied;'uvhereas, if a SIPS is deployed to a Function I facility, the

ADUS detennination from the Function 1 perspective will be

applied.

It is the position of the APWU that the disputes fìled by the NPMHU on the SDUS

and the SIPS are procedurally defective. The current jurisdictional determination is

substantively identical to the Postal Service's determination made in202l.ln202l
all three parties accepted the decision of the USPS and the application of the

jurisdictional determination of the ADUS to the SDUS and the SIPS machines

r,vithout dispute. The current determination is identical to the Postal Service's earlier

decision from202l 'uvhich the NPMHU did not challenge. For the instant dispute to

be timely under section l2 of the Update MOU, the APWU contends that the

NPMHU shoLrld have raised a challenge r,vithin 2l days of the Postal Service's

determination announced in its 7l25l2l email. Instead, both unions accepted the

Postal Service's determination to apply the ADUS determination to the SDUS and

the SIPS, including that the ADUS determination, lvhich vvas properly under dispute,

would be controlline for both the SDUS and the SIPS. It would be an abuse of the

RI-399 process for the NPMHU to challenge the Postal Service's substantive

decision norv lvhen that decision has not changed from the substantive decision it
made trvo years ago that the NPMHU agreed was appropriate.
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The APWU also contends that, given the sirnilarity of the ADUS to the SfPS and

SDUS, the principle of res jLrclicata slioLrld apply.The jurisdictional deterrnination

that rvas issued for the ADUS rvas disputed by both Unions, and arbitrated at the

national level. arrd decided by Arbitrator Sharnoff on Attgust 31.2022. Arbitrator
Sharrroff uphelcl the position of the Postal Service and noted on page 108 of his

award (Ql5C-4Q-J 19341t47 &. Ql5C-4Q-J 19341277):
"... tlte USPS acted appropriately and within its right to
exercise discretion in making craft determinations in accordance

r,vith the RI-399 guidelines and principles, and in a manner

consistetrt',vith prior JLrrisclictional Arbitration Alvards and

other relevant considerations including the Primary Work
Designations - Operations and Functions listed in RI-399. in

making the detennination that the Mail Handlers r'vere the

Prirnary Craft clesignated for the r.vork functions on the ADUS'
nos. 1,2,5 and 7, each of i,vhich is srrbject to the single u'sterisk

[quoted in the Opinion]. and that the Clerks were the Primary

Craft designated foluvork functions nos. 3, 4, and 6, the last

sLrbject to the tlouble oslerisk fquoted in the Opinion]'"

Given the identical nature of the SIPS and the SDUS to the ADUS, it appropriate

that Arbitrator Sharnoft-s ar.vard be controlling. The NPMHU should not get another

bite at the appte to challenge the ADUS determination by cotrtesting the SIPS and

SDUS nor,v. lvloreover, a contrary clecision to the ADUS determination ancl

Arbitrator Sharnol'f s final and binding decision would be highly disruptive to the

RI-399 process and impossible fbr the Postal Service to apply in a consistent and fair
rnanner. The parties shoLrtd not waste more resources relitigating the issues italready
litigated in the ADUS case. The Arbitrator's alvard in the ADUS case shorrlcl apply

here and foreclose any firrther consideration of the NPMI'IU's clispute,

Substantively, the Postal Service"s deterrnination is reasonable and appropriate. The

SDUS and the SIPS are essentially the same equipment as the ADUS. The SDUS

machines are located in Function 4 facilities ancl intended to provide processing

support for delivery units. The SIPS are located in Function I facilities and are

intended to provicle processing sr-rpport for mail processirrg operations. After detailed

explanations from the Postal Service, neither union party discovered anything that

meaningfulty distinguishes the SIPS and SDUS from the ADUS. The NPMI-lU's
irnpression that the Postal Service is saying whatever suppotls its decision, lvithout
more, is not grounds to revielv or undercut the Postal Service's determination. In

fact, the NPMHU admitted to the NDRC that it probably does not have a real dispr"rte

r,vith the SDUS because it is Function 4 offices r,vhere all the fttnctions are assigned

to the Clerk Craft. A dispute for disputes sake is not a good use of the parties'

resources and absent any specific substantive facts that the NPMHU can prodttce

nolv while the parties are discussing the issr,re ofjurisdiction, an arbitrator certainly
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should not consider any new argument or fact if this case makes its way to

arbitration.

Procedurally the NPMHU's dispr.rtes are flawed. Substantively they have no merit.

The appeals of the NPMHU should be denied.

Sincerely,

¡ft.ri-z*

Lynn Pallas-Barber
Assistant Director
Clerk Division

LPB/MM/opeiu#2
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November 14,2022

Mr. PaulV. Hogrogian
President
National Postal Mail Handlers' Union
815 16th St NW, STE 5100
Washington, DC 20006-41 01

475 LE¡¡r¡vr PuzA SW

WASH|NGTON Dc 20260-4100

www.usPs.coM

Certified Mail Tracking Number:
7020 3160 00020327 4474

Dear Paul:

This letter is in regard to the jurisdictional craft determination for operation of the Small
Delivery Unit Sorter (SDUS) and the Small lnduction Unit Sorter (SIPS).

The SDUS and SIPS are essentially the same equipment as the Automated Delivery

Unit Sorter (ADUS). The SDUS are located in Function 4 facilities and are intended to
provide processing support at delivery units. The SIPS are located in Function 1

facilities and are intended to provide processing support for mail processing operations.

The SDUS and SIPS are both designed to support the automated package processing of

machinable parcels/bundles to output zones based on size, weight, and destination of

the parcel. The Postal Service currently has ninety-four operational SDUS machines
and seventy-four operational SIPS machines and is planning to deploy fifty-one
additional SDUS through February 2023. Ihere are no additional planned SIPS
deployments at this time.

The standard configuration of the SDUS and SIPS includes a manualtwo-feed position

sorter with discharge chutes to mail transport equipment (MTE), such as wire containers
or pallet boxes. The number of chutes will vary by sorter based on space availability,
machine configuration, and operational need. The SDUS and SIPS can be designed for
between 24lo 2OO chutes.

Parcels are staged near the induction stations for easy access by the stagers. The
stagers remove parcels from the staging area and position the container in place for the

facer. The Loader/Facer will then singulate, face, and place the parcels onto the
induction belt with the label facing up so the barcode is visible. There is no keying
operation associated with the SDUS or SIPS. Both sorters collect weight and
dimensions of packages and includes a Postal Furnished Equipment (PFE) Top-read
camera to scan barcodes. The SDUS has the capacity for an optical character
recognition (OCR) enhancement. The SIPS is equipped with the OCR. The belt carries
packages to the appropriate discharge chute and pushes the package into the
associated MTE. Sweepers ensure that MTEs are accurately identified with placards
and removed for transfer to the appropriate dispatch area.

(cA2022-196)



The duties performed on the SDUS and SIPS are similar to those performed on the

ADUS, Small Parcel Sorting System (SPSS) and Automated Parcel Bundle Soder
(APBS). As with these systems, the SDUS and SIPS has loader stations which are
manned by employees. These employees pull, scan, and sort large non-machinable
packages, singulate/separate packages, and face/feed packages before they go through
the cameras that scan and affect the distribution of the packages not previously pulled,

scanned, and sorted as large, non-machinable packages. Taken together, these
functions are integral to the distribution function of the machine.

For those facilities where Mail Handers are present, the primary craft designation for the
performance of duties for operation of the SDUS or SIPS is as follows:

1. *Retrieval and staging of packages in swimistaging
lanes for access by stagers/facers

2. *Removing empty equipment containers from
staging area:

3. Retrieval of full containers from stagingiswim lanes
and pull, scan, and sort the large non-machinable
packages from each container:

4. Singulating/separating packages and facing/feeding
packages onto induction belt:

5. *ln Function 1 (F1) operations operating a SIPS,
sweeping packages (removing full containers and
replacing with empty containers), includes sort plan

switch out:

6. **ln Function 4 (F4) operations operating a SDUS,
monitor discharge bins and pull, scan and sort medium
and large no read/no barcode packages into the proper
discharge bin, including sort plan switch out:

Mail Handler Craft

Mail Handler Craft

Clerk Craft

Clerk Craft

Mail Handler Craft

Clerk Craft

7. *Transporting full containers to dispatch area Mail Handler Craft

*Denotes that in offices where the associated task(s) is an integral part of the distribution
function, the entire operation is a function of the primary craft performing the distribution.

**The containers utilized on the SDUS have a higher capacity and do not need to be
changed out as frequently in F4, as a F1 plant sortation requires for the operation of the
SIPS, The employees monitoring the bins during the run can also take any of the larger
no read/no barcode packages from the No Read bin and scan/sort them into the
corresponding sorl bin. This is integral to the efficient operation of the machine in a
delivery unit environment.

ln facilities that do not include employees from the Mail Hander Craft, the primary craft
designation for the performance of duties for operation of the SDUS is the Clerk Craft.

(cA2022-196)



The actual number of employees required to perform the duties associated with the
SDUS or SIPS at any time will be determined based on local configuration and
operational needs. ln the test sites where the SDUS or SIPS is already in operation and

employees have been utilized for machine testing, assignment of the appropriate craft in

accordance with this determination will be made as expeditiously as possible, but no

later than 90 days from the date of this letter.

ln accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding, Update of Regional lnstruction
(Rt) 399 Procedures, dated June 26, 2018, the above stated craft designation will go into

effect no sooner than 45 days from the receipt of this notice.

lf you have any questions or concerns, please contact me at extension 5842.

S ly,

1..,i.tl.
Shannon Richardson
Director
Contract Administration (APWU)

(cA2o22-196)
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Jurisdictional Craft Determination for the Small Delivery Unit Sorter
(SDUS) and for the Single Induction Parcel Sorter (SIPS)

Dear Shannon and Ron

This document sets forth the NPMHU's position with regard to the USPS
letter dated November 14,2022, which set forth the Postal Service's
determination with regard to jurisdictional assignments for the Small Delivery
Unit Sorter (SDUS) and for the Single Induction Parcel Sorter (SIPS) under
Regional Instruction No. 399. Because the Postal Service's cralt determinations

Re
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for the SDUS and the SIPS were issued in one letter, the NPMHU positions on
these two machines also are set forth in this one letter. From the perspective
of the NPMHU, however, these machines should be separated into two
determinations.

To begin, during previous meetings, the APWU has faintly suggested that
the NPMHU is out of time in setting forth its positions on the SDUS and the
SIPS. That suggestion, if still maintained by the APWU, should be rejected. At
severa-l meetings of the NDRC, the Postal Service indicated that its craft
determinations on the SDUS and the SIPS would not be issued until Arbitrator
Sharnoff issued his Nationa,l arbitration award in the ADUS case. That award
was issued in early September 2022 (dated August 3I,2022), and the USPS

determinations on the SDUS and SIPS followed in November 2022. The NPMHU
timely objected, and since then these jurisdictional determinations have been
discussed and debated at the NDRC, with eventual agreement on June 2,2023
as the deadline for filing pre-arbitration positions. Hence, this letter.

SDUS

Although the NPMHU does not agree with all aspects of the Sharnoff
Award. on the ADUS machine, the NPMHU accepts that award, which for the
most part is followed in the USPS craft determination for the SDUS. The one
remaining flaw in that determination, however, is that the SDUS jurisdiction
has been set forth by the Postal Service only with regard to Function 4
operations, and should be amended to include Function 1 operations on the
SDUS in a manner similar to the prior ADUS determination. The reason for this
addition, which can and should be made unilaterally by the Postal Service, is
the fact that SDUS machines very well may be located in Function 1

installations and/or perform Function 1 operations. Moreover, no rational
explanation has been offered for the SDUS craft determination not to include
Function 1 locations or Function 1 operations. Indeed, the same letter lists
those primary craft assignments for the SIPS machine (see below) and easily
could be amended to cover these potential applications or uses of the SDUS
machines.

SIPS

Contrary to its recognition that the SDUS determination is generally
controlled by the ADUS arbitration award issued by Arbitrator Sharnoff, the
NPMHU disagrees with the Postal Service's craft determination for the SIPS

machine precisely because the SIPS differs in material respects from the ADUS
(and the SDUS) machines.

In particular, although it sometimes has been said that the SIPS is a
modified version of the SDUS, the modifications made to the SIPS should be

2
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fundamental to the jurisdictional determination for the SIPS. In contrast to the
SDUS, the SIPS is a-ffixed with an Optical Character Reader, allowing the SIPS

machine to read address information on the packages and not just bar codes.
Moreover, it is the NPMHU's understanding that all or virtually all SIPS
machines are or will be retrofitted with 360-degree carnera readers. Given
these modifications, the SIPS machine, in contrast to the SDUS or the ADUS, is
performing more maii processing functions than its so-called predecessors (i.e.,

the ADUS and the SDUS), and therefore significantly reduces the
responsibilities or duties of the stager/feeder/loader positions that have been
assigned to the clerical cra-ft on the ADUS and the SDUS machines. No longer
does the employee performing the singulating and feeding and loading of the
machine have to be as concerned with the specific location and direction of
each package when loading the machine. Thus, the remaining employee has
little if any relationship with the distribution process, which is wholly
performed by the SIPS machine; and the duties and responsibilities of the
remaining employees are neither integral nor even related in any way to the so-
called distribution function. For these reasons, the NPMHU believes that the
Postal Service has erred when it did not determine that the Mail Handler craft
is the primary craft for the SIPS machine, at least in Function 1 locations and
operations.

Thank you for your attention to these matters.

Sincerely,

Bruce R. Lerner
NPMHU Senior Counsel

Paul Hogrogian, NPMHU National President
Michael J. Hora, NPMHU National Secretary-Treasurer
Teresa Harmon, Manager, Contract Administration
Tom Ruther, NPMHU
Matthew Clash-Drexler, NPMHU General Counsel
Patrick Devine, USPS
Lynn Pallas-Barber, APWU

3
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Mr. Ruther and Ms. Richardson

The American Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO is providing this position paper

based on the national dispute fited by the NPMHU challenging the Jurisdictional

Craft Determination for the Small Delivery Unit Sorter (SDUS) and the Single

Indrrction Package Sorter (SIPS) dated December 5,2022.

The USPS issued the jurisdictional craft detennination for the Small Delivery Unit
Sorter (SDUS) and the Single Induction Package Sorter (SIPS) on November 14,

2022. The SDUS and the SIPS are essentially the same equipment as the Automated

Delivery Unit Sorter (ADUS). The SDUS machine has been deployed in Function 4

facilities and the SIPS in Function I facilities. The difference in the name is the only
distinguished difference to separate the deployment in Function 4 vs. Function l.
The SDUS is designed to support the automated package processing of machinable

parcels to carrier routes in delivery units. The SIPS is designed to provide processing

support for mail processing operations.
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In cliscussion at the NDRC on this dispute, it r,vas agreed that management'uvould

schedule a meeting with their Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) at a specialNDRC
rneeting to go over the differences betr.veen the SDUS and the SIPS. That meeting

r,vas scheduled and recorded on March 8,2023. Once again, the SMEs forthe USPS

provided that the ADUS r.vas the original machine deployed and the SDTJS and the

SIPS are versions of the ADUS. SDUS and SIPS are the same machine. Functionally

they are identicaland the cameras are identical, The only difference on the SIPS

machine is that machine has been enhanced with Optical Character Reader (OCR)

capability. Per the USPS SMEs the OCR capability had no impact on the loader

stations which are manned by employees. These Clerk Craft employees pttl[, scan

ancl sofi large NMOs, they singr-rlate/separate packages and face/feed packages

before they go through the cameras that scan and affect their distribution.

Disctrssions on the NDRC regarding the SDUS and the SIPS began irt202l, In fact,

inanemail datedTl25l2l,theUSPSNDRCrepresentativeprovideclanemail which

stated in part:
Regarding staffing for the Small Delivery Unit Sorler (SDUS) and

the Single Induction Package Sorler (SIPS), as no national
jurisdictional craft deterrnirration letter has been issLted for either
mach ine, the national .j Lrrisd ictional craft deterrn i nation letter for
the Automated Delivery Unit Sorter (ADUS) will be applied.

Specificatly, if arr SDUS is deployed to a Function 4 facility, the

ADUS deterrnination from the Function 4 perspective'uvill be

applied; lvhereas, if a SIPS is deployed to a Function I facility, the

ADUS determination from the Ftrnction I perspective 
"vill 

be

applied.

It is the position of the APWU that the disputes filed by the NPMHU on the SDUS

and the SIPS are procedurally defective. The current jurisdictional determination is

substantively identical to the Postal Service's detennination made in2021.ln2021
all three pafties accepted the decision of the USPS and the application of the

jurisdictional determination of the ADUS to the SDUS and the SIPS machines

r.vithout dispute. The current determination is identical to the Postal Service's earlier

decision from202l which the NPMHU did not challenge. For the instant disptrte to

be timely under section l2 of the Update MOU, the APWU contends that the

NPMHU should have raised a challenge within 2l days of the Postal Service's

deterrnination announced in its 7l25l21email. Instead, both unions accepted the

Postal Service's determination to apply the ADUS determination to the SDUS and

the SIPS, including that the ADUS determinatioti, which was properly under dispute,

r.vould be controlling for both the SDUS and the SIPS. It r,vould be an abuse of the

RI-399 process for the NPMHU to challenge the Postal Service's sttbstantive

decision nor,v when that decision has not changed from the substantive decision it
made tr,vo years ago that the NPMHU agreed was appropriate'
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The APWU also contends that, given the similarity of the ADUS to the SIpS arrclsDus' the principle of res juclicãta s.ho'lJ.ppiy. irr. j,risclictional clerenninarionthat was issued for the ADÚs r'vas.clisputea üy áotrr unions, and arbitrated at thenational level.,and decided by Arbitraior snamotTon ALrgust 3l.2022.ArbitratorSharnoff uphercr the positíon of the posrar s.r;;; ancr notecr on pa_qe r0g of hisaward (el 5C_4e_ J ts34t 147 &.et 5C_4e_J tsl-+iztt¡,
"... the USpS acrecl appropriàtely and r.vitÁin its right to
exerc i se discretion 

.in 
making .ruft d.t.r',r inations in accordancervith.the RI-399 guiclelines and principles, and in urnunnár

cons i ste.nt r,vi th pri or JLrri scl i c ti oÀa I Arb i tration Anu^rd, u,.,clother relevant considerations incrLrcring the prirnary w";r:"Designatìons - Operarions and Functiåns lisred in RI_399. inrnal<ing rhe deterrninarion rhar the Mail t_lanller; ;;;.-Á; '

Primary craft cresignatecr for the r.vork functions on the Àous,rros' l' 2, s at"td 7. each of r.vhich is subject tothe.s;ingte i.ltnr¡rl,
þ'oted in the Opinion]. and that the Clerks *.r. tt,.-pri';;y
Craft designated for lvork firnctions nos.3.4, and 6, the lastsLrbject to the tlouhIe asteri.çk [qLrotecr in the opinioÁ1 ;'- 

'--""

Given the identical nature of the SIPS and the SDuS ro rhe ADUS, it appropriatethat Arbitrator sharnofrs ar'varcl o._.ont.oliì"* ît* *oMHU shorrcr nåi-g., anorherbite at the apple to challenge the ADUS cleter'îination by contesring the SIpS arrclsDUS now' Moreover, a cãntrary clecision to the aóuS determiration anclArbitrator Sharnoff-s fìnal ancl bindin*e ¿..irion nuorl¿ u. highly disrLrptive to theRI-399 process and impossible lor the Postal s..;;; ro apply in a consistent and fairlìlanner' The parties shoulcl not rvaste nlore resoLrrces reliiigating the irru., it alreaclylítigated in the ADUS case. l-he Arbitrator's awarJ in ,r.r. Àouõ .us. rïoutct applyhere and forecrose any further consideration of theñpvuu., dispute.

Strbstantively' the Postal service's detennination is reasonable and appropriate. The
'DUS 

and the srps are esse'tiat1'r]r..:1'; ;q;;iñ;;, as the ADUS. The sDUSmachines are located in Function 4 facilities o,r¿ inr.n¿.d to provide processin-*sLrpport fordelivery rrnits. The SIPS are locatecl in Function I lacilities and areintended to provide.processing support for rnail pr*.rring operations. After detailedexplanarions rrom rhe posrar s1rui.., 
"..i1:i;;i;" pìuy discovered anyrhi'g rhatmeaningfuily distingLrisrres trre srps and sDus rroÄ in. ADUS. The NpMHU.simpression that the Postal Service is saying *hrr."., suppo,t, its decision. r.vithoLrtmorer is trot grounds to review or undeicur-the postar i.iil..t'à.i*rri"irì",r. ,nfad' the NpMHU admitted to the NDRC ,h;;l;;;uoùr, ao., no, rrou. u rear disputewith the sDtJS because it is FLrnction 4 offices *rr"r. 

"¡ the f,nction, ur. urrign.oto the clerk craft' A disp,te fordisputes t.n. ir rìãi" good ur. of the parties.resolrrces and absent any specific sribstantive ta.ts rl.,at-tne NpløHU'.Ji'prà¿"..no"v 
'vhile 

the parties are cliscussing the issue ofjurisãìction, an arbitratoi..uuinty
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;[1i]i,,:î:.onsider 
any new argumenr or fact if this case makes irs r.vay to

Procedurally the NpMHU's disputes are flawed. Substantivery they have no merit.The appeals of the NPMHU should O. ¿1"i.¿. 
-' ---oru'lrrrvrt]

$"fi'à."r--,:ftr.,J-z -

Sincerely,

Lynn Pallas-Barber
Assistant Director
Clerk Division

LPB/MM/opeir#2
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